Christmas
OH! DIY Christmas Stocking Pillows
‘Tis the season for Christmas tree picnics, holiday
movies and napping around the tree.
Get Santa comfy with a festive stocking pillow.
Simply stuff stocking with Poly-Fil®,
stitch to close then enjoy.
Paid Product Endorsement by Fairfield World™

What’s Needed:
Christmas Stockings (Wondershop Stocking)- Target
Poly-Fil® Filling- Fairfield
Coordinated Thread and Sewing Needle
8” Scissor- Fiskars
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See It Now!
https://www.fairfi
eldworld.com/stor
e/category/polyfil-premium-fiberfill-16-ounce-bag/

A- Christmas Tree Picnics are the
perfect setting for stocking
pillows. Their unique shape
boosts the body with holiday flair
when lounging around the tree.
B- Stockings with pockets make
great pouches for remotes or
phones while binge watching
holiday movies.
C- Select initials or choose to
spell out a holiday message.
D- Furry family member find
them comfy too!

How To Make It:
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1,2 -Pillows can be made from vintage or
new stockings. When selecting new,
choose materials that are soft to the
touch and limited in embellishments that
can scratch. This is especially important
when making a pillow for a child.
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3- Place Poly-Fil®, stocking, thread,
needle and scissors on a flat work
surface.
4- Pull tufts of Poly-Fil® and insert into
the stocking.
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5- Guide the Poly-Fil® into the toe and
heel area. Repeat inserting tufts and
guiding them in place until the stocking is
filled.
6- Even out the filling by placing stocking
between hands and clapping against the
sides of the stocking.
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7- To close the top of the stocking, stitch
or glue together where the seam of the
cuff is attached to the stocking.
8- We use an invisible stitch to close our
stocking.
black lines = invisible stitch
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9- Repeat process for remaining stocking.
10- If additional pillow shapes are desired,
see how to make our fabric napkin pillows.
Their super easy! https://www.bluarlan.com/wpcontent/uploads/sites/5414/2018/07/ServietteScatter-Cushions-PDF.pdf

See More DIY Ideas at www.bluarlan.com

